ubiquitous purge hearings of the 1930s, when individuals had to account for their "Sovietness" by referencing the proper social typologies). Part 3 explores identity in action, in the context of appeals and petitions to power. Fitzpatrick presents a classiªcation of petitions by type (including appeals to patrons), and by type of language. In addition to illustrating her general arguments about identity, the chapters in Part 3 offer an unparalleled guide for understanding these sorts of documents.
Part 4 turns to denunciations, another distinctive form of Soviet communication that has rich comparative connections. 1 Most of its chapters concern the 1930s, and, as in the preceding section, offer a classiªcation, as well as an analysis, of this widespread social practice. A new chapter looks at postwar marital relations, based on petitions from aggrieved wives, suggesting that women fought for marital ªdelity in the post-1945 period, unlike the era before.
Part 5 looks at the phenomenon of "imposture," drawing on the trickster tradition as embodied in the Ilf and Petrov's ªctional scamp, Ostap Bender, but this section also includes an extended commentary on the perceived connections between Jews and conmen, and on the role played by antisemitism in the post-1945 Soviet Union. 2 An afterword explores these themes in the post-Soviet context, more suggestively than conclusively, but with Fitzpatrick's hallmark analytical insight.
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